
Every week is a busy one at St Martin’s Garden Primary School, so we thought we’d 

take the opportunity to share with you some of the exciting things which have been   

going on inside and outside of the classroom in each class.  

Plum Class (Reception)   

We’ve had two great stories this week - ‘Blue Chameleon’ by Emily Gravett and ‘Walking 

through the jungle’ by Debbie Harter. Our focus has been on sorting and matching, by initial 

letter sound, by colour, by size or type. We matched the starting sound of the animal to the 

letter for example: s to snake and t to toucan. In maths, we sorted socks and other objects 

by colour and pattern. In PE we have used the wheeled toys and are learning how to ‘stop 

and swop’ to make sure that everyone gets a fair turn. It has been a wonderful few weeks 

and we are really pleased with how Plum class have managed their first ever term!  

Olive Class (Year 1)  
This week there has been some fantastic 

work from Olive Class.  In phonics, we 

have been learning graphemes for ‘wh’ , 

‘ph’ and ‘ew’. 

In English, we gathered interesting facts 

about spiders to write a piece of non-

fiction. We were intrigued to learn all 

about them.                                                   

In Maths, we learnt about and used the 

subtraction symbol.  In Design Technology, 

we made our own bridges. I didn’t  know 

Olive Class were such great engineers!  

Examples of the types of bridges they      

created are: suspension bridges, beam 

bridges and draw bridges.  In PE, we           

finished our topic focusing on running by 

playing a range of games.  

Lime Class (Year 2)  
What a great week to conclude the term! 

In English, we created a shape poem 

about the parts of a river. In Maths we have 

been adding, crossing ten using physical 

resources to help us. In Science, we learnt 

the key words carnivore, omnivore and  

herbivore. We then created our own food 

chains. In our Learning Enquiry lesson we 

studied what happens in an estuary- where 

fresh water from a river meets the salt water 

in the sea. For our art lesson we studied the 

artist Robin Brooks, and created our own 

collage of the Severn Estuary.  I hope you 

all have a great half term and keep up the 

good work! 

Bronze Class Bronze class have enjoyed 

all things Autumn this week!  We have 

read ‘The Leaf Thief’ by Alice Hemming 

and Nicola Slater and talked about       

Autumn and the weather.  The children 

were so excited after the winds this week 

as they found fallen conkers in our garden 

and have used their motor skills to pick 

them out of their shells.  We have enjoyed 

exploring Autumn materials including 

leaves and pine cones and counting the 

conkers we found.  We have made            

Autumn sensory bottles, developed our 

motor skills playing in cinnamon dough, 

explored autumn colours by painting       

autumn leaf trees and enjoyed getting 

messy in paint leaf printing!   
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Silver Class   
Silver class enjoyed making various crafts with 

leaves this week, from leaf rubbings to making 

leaf crowns for their goodbye party for         

Francesca and creating animals using leaves. 

We were sad to have our last day with Fran-

cesca on Tuesday but we are also excited to 

welcome Molly back after half term (teaching 

Monday and Tuesday). In maths, we focused 

on revisiting all our skills from this term while       

using spooky Halloween props for counting. 

In English, we learnt to sequence a story and 

use story language to retell  ‘Peppa’s windy 

Autumn Day adventure’. We explored the 

seasonal changes that happen in Autumn  

and discussed the range of colours.  



Elm Class (Year 3)  
This week in Elm Tree we have been learning to 

add and subtract 3 digits by 1 digit using a   

variety of resources, mental maths and the  

column method. In English, we have been   

writing a non-chronological report all about 

rivers including subheadings, bullet points,     

vocabulary,  pictures and captions. In Design 

Technology this week, we have been creating 

3D river sculptures using Paper Mache, painting 

our sculptures and adding labels of the river 

features such as source, mouth, valley, oxbow 

lake, bed, bank and tributary. In addition, we 

created landscape collages in the style of,   

the Artist, Robin Brooks.  

In science, we conducted an experiment to 

test the density of salt water, we discussed    

solids, liquids and gasses.  

Aspen Class (Year 5)  This week has seen some brilliant work from Aspen class. Our focus 

during Maths lessons has been multiplication. Children have worked hard in order to       

recognise multiples, factors, prime numbers and even prime factors with brilliant efficiency. 

As a grammar focus during English lessons, Aspen have been using/identifying ‘modal 

verbs’ as well as using brackets for parenthesis (they did rather well). Aspen Class showed 

their positive competitive nature when competing in ‘Bench Ball’ during PE this week. I’ve 

been    extremely impressed by the efforts of the class during the first term. Keep it up! 

Gold Class  
Gold Class have had a lovely last week of term. We finished our book, ‘Traction Man meets Turbo 

Dog’ by Mini Grey, and looked at writing plurals using ‘s’ and ‘es’. In Learning Enquiry we looked at 

erosion and what makes rivers wiggly. We made our own example of erosion using sand and water. 

In Design Technology, we evaluated our lolly-stick bridges that we made last week discussing what 

went well and what we’d like to change. In science, we completed our topic of senses by drawing 

something that we can see, hear, smell, taste and touch, while our other group investigated what 

materials best insulate sound. In Maths we looked at ordinal numbers, counting the faces of 3D 

shapes, and drawing and using bar graphs. Well done Gold Class, enjoy your break! 

Acer Class (Year 4)  

What a first term! This week we have been  
editing and improving our writing based on 
'The Green Ship' by Quentin Blake.                
We have been stopping off at different editing 
stations making sure our writing is the best it 
can be.                                                                     
In Reading we have been recapping the water 
cycle tying in nicely with our Learning Enquiry. 
We've been using atlases to locate and plot 
different rivers around the UK as well as find 
out facts about the river Avon.                               
In gymnastics we began to look at jumps using 
equipment. A great final week Acer! 

Willow Class (Year 6)  As ever Willow Class has had a very busy week. We have   

continued to enjoy our class  text ’Journey to the River Sea’ by Eva Ibbotson following 

the children's adventures with great interest. In English we have each written our own 

poems using figurative language and alliteration based on ’Ten Tiny Tales’. We have 

shared some amusing lines! There has been a strong focus on Science this week and 

we have investigated ‘light’, understanding how shadows are formed, the speed of 

light and how our eyes work. Overall it has been a great ending to our first term.         

Well done Willow Class.  

A positive difference, everyday, everyone                                                          

Platinum Class  Platinum have had a great final week of Term 1.  They were excellent 

MCC ambassadors at the Multi sports Event at Odd Down on Thursday, worked really hard 

across two Design Technology lessons where they constructed the bridges they had de-

signed and enjoyed some very well deserved Gem Power Reward Time.  They also got to 

do a fun experiment with Skittles in Science after finishing off our topic on Living Environ-

ments and fine tune their jumping and landing techniques in their final gymnastics session.  

Well Done All & Happy Half Term Break!  


